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Abstract
Nowadays, large-scale software systems consist of multiple applica-
tions, which interact with each other to fulfill desired system-level re-
quirements. It is usually required to coordinate the interactions of the
constituent applications to ensure that the system-level requirements are
fulfilled. In this paper, we outline a set of requirements that must be
fulfilled to facilitate the modular composition of multiple applications.
We introduce the concept of architectural event modules, which are
abstractions to represent constituent applications and their coordination
logic in a modular and uniform way. We explain the implementation of
this concept in the EventReactor language, and define their formal se-
mantics in processing events using the UPPAAL toolset. We illustrate
the suitability of architectural event modules in achieving modularity and
loose coupling in the composition of multiple applications by means of a
case study in the domain of energy-efficient computing.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, large-scale software systems consist of multiple applications, which
interact with each other towards fulfilling desired system-level requirements [17,
16]. However, since the constituent applications are developed independently,
there might be some undesirable (implicit) interactions among them, which
prevent the system-level requirements to be fulfilled [10, 15, 27]. Therefore,
it is necessary to constrain and coordinate the interactions of the constituent
applications.
Constituent applications and their coordination logic can be seen as the
modules of a complex software system. To be able to effectively compose the
constituent applications with each other and to coordinate their interactions,
we claim that a module system that fulfills the following requirements is needed:
a) specifying and modularizing the so-called crosscutting coordination-specific
interfaces for constituent applications; b) modularizing coordination logic from
the constituent applications; c) supporting the distribution of the constituent
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applications and their coordination logic; d) uniform representation of the con-
stituent applications and their coordination logic, so that the coordination logic
can further be composed with other concerns in the software; and e) supporting
heterogeneity in the implementation language of the constituent applications
and the coordination logic.
We evaluate a large set of programming, architectural and coordination lan-
guages with respect to these requirements, and outline their shortcomings. We
introduce the concept of architectural event modules, which are means to
represent constituent applications and their coordination logic in a modular and
uniform way. Architectural event modules have event-based interfaces; events
are means to define the flow of control and data among the applications and
the modules implementing the coordination logic. Consequently, loose coupling
is achieved in the compositions.
We explain the EventReactor language, which offers a set of declarative ab-
stractions to program architectural event modules. The suitability of this lan-
guage in achieving modularity and loose coupling in the composition of multiple
applications is illustrated by means of a case study in the domain of energy-
efficient computing. We define the formal semantics of architectural event mod-
ules using the UPPAAL [3] toolset.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains our illustrative case
study. Section 3 outlines a set of requirements that must be fulfilled in compos-
ing multiple applications. Section 4 identifies the shortcomings of the current
languages and frameworks in fulfilling these requirements. Section 5 explains the
concept of architectural event modules. Section 6 discusses the EventReactor
language, and the implementation of our illustrative case study in this language.
Section 7 depicts the formal semantics of architectural event modules. Section 8
discusses the suitability of architectural event modules in improving modular-
ity of implementations. Section 9 explains related work, and finally Section 10
outlines conclusion and future work.
2 Illustrative Example
Assume for example that we have two energy optimization techniques, which
operate at the level of application software [12] and virtual machines (VM).
These two are referred to as adaptive software and load balancer in this paper,
respectively.
The components of the adaptive software are shown in Figure 1 within the
VM (1). There are multiple implementations for each Application component,
which offer the same functionality but with different qualities of service such as
energy consumption and performance. They require different CPU frequency,
network bandwidth and RAM to offer their services. To support runtime en-
ergy optimization, four components named as Monitor, Analyzer, Planner and
Configurator are defined.
When a user issues a request to the application, the request triggers the
Monitor component. The Monitor and Analyzer components observe and ana-
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Figure 1: The adaptive software and the load balancer
lyze the availability of the hardware resources on the server, respectively. The
Planner component selects the best implementation of each Application compo-
nent, which offers the best performance and energy consumption based on the
available resources. The Configurator component reconfigures the application
to execute with the selected implementations. After the reconfiguration, the
user’s request is served by the Application components.
As Figure 1 shows, the load balancer also consists of four components, which
are executed sequentially. These components monitor and analyze the load of
the server at predefined intervals, plan for migrating some VMs to another
server, and perform the migration for balancing the load of the server.
If the adaptive software and the load balancer are composed as one software
system, various kinds of interplays may emerge as the result of such compo-
sition [27, 41]. For example, if during the reconfiguration of the application
components, VM (1) is migrated to a new server, the selection performed by
the Planner component is no longer valid, because the set of available resources
on the target server differs from the source server. Besides, the required time
for the migration adds to the required time for serving the user’s request. This
may violate the quality of the service that the adaptive software has guaranteed
to give to the user.
To avoid such cases, we would like to coordinate the adaptive software and
the load balancer in the following way to ensure their mutual execution. If a
user’s request is being served by the adaptive software, and the load balancer
components want to start executing at their regular intervals, their execution
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Figure 2: Coordinating the adaptive software and the load balancer
must be suspended until the adaptive software finishes serving the user’s request.
Likewise, if the load balancer components are already executing, the adaptive
software must not start serving new users’ requests1.
3 Requirements
Constituent applications can be regarded as the modules of a software system,
which interact with each other to fulfill desired system-level requirements. To
be able to effectively compose the constituent applications with each other and
to coordinate their interactions, we claim that a module system is required that
fulfills the following requirements:
Specifying and modularizing crosscutting coordination-specific in-
terfaces: Constituent applications must provide the so-called coordination-
specific interfaces, so that they can be composed and coordinated within the
context of a software system. Such interfaces must specify the operational states
of the applications at which they must be coordinated, the information that
must be gathered about these operational states, and the flow of control and
information among the applications. Depending on the adopted coordination
logic, it may be necessary to gather the necessary information from multiple
application components. This implies that coordination-specific interfaces may
crosscut multiple application components.
1Other coordination logic may also be considered; the focus of this paper is not on specific
logic.
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An example is shown in Figure 2 for our illustrative case study. Here, before
the Monitor component of the adaptive software starts executing, we would like
to check whether the load balancer has started executing at its regular intervals.
If so, the execution of Monitor must be suspended until the LoadAnalyzer or
Migrator components finish executing. Similarly, before the LoadMonitor com-
ponent starts executing, we would like to check whether the adaptive software
is already executing, and suspend the execution of LoadMonitor if needed. For
each of these cases, we need to gather information about the execution states
of multiple components.
Regardless of whether applications are used independently or are reused as
the constituents of a software system, they already have various public inter-
faces through which their functional services can be accessed. However, such
interfaces may not define the necessary information for coordinating the appli-
cations when they are reused as the constituents of software systems. Besides,
functional interfaces are usually fixed; whereas, coordination-specific interfaces
may vary depending on the adopted coordination logic and the requirements of
a specific software system.
Therefore, we claim that a module system must offer suitable means to
define and modularize desired crosscutting coordination-specific interfaces, and
to extend constituent applications with these interfaces while preserving the
reusability of the constituent applications.
Modularizing inter-application crosscutting concerns: Coordination
is inherently a crosscutting concern because it is related to the interactions of
multiple entities (e.g. constituent applications in software systems).
The need for separating crosscutting concerns, including coordination logic,
has been widely studied by the aspect-oriented (AO) community [20, 4]. If cross-
cutting concerns are not modularized, their implementation scatters across and
tangles with other components in applications. Consequently, the complexity
of the applications increases, and ripple modification effect may be experienced
in the applications if the (crosscutting) concerns evolve.
Therefore, we claim that a module system must offer suitable abstractions
to modularize coordination logic from constituent applications.
Supporting distribution of concerns: Constituent applications may ex-
ecute in parallel with each other, and may be distributed in different hosts.
Therefore, a module system must offer means to support distributed execution
of the constituent applications and their coordination logic.
Uniform representation of concerns: It is generally accepted that adopt-
ing uniform module abstractions to represent base and crosscutting concerns
increases the compositionality of applications. This is mainly because the cross-
cutting concerns can further be composed with other base and/or crosscutting
concerns [39, 46, 45]. Within the context of complex software systems, it is
also desirable to represent constituent applications and their coordination logic
using uniform module abstractions, so that the coordination logic can further
be composed with other concerns in the software systems, if needed.
Supporting heterogeneity in implementation languages: Since con-
stituent applications are independently developed by different teams with dif-
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ferent skills and preferences, they may be implemented using different languages
and techniques. For example, the adaptive software of our illustrative case has
been implemented in Java based on the OSGi component model, and the load
balancer has been implemented in C++. Besides, coordination logic may also be
implemented in a language differently from the constituent applications. These
imply that a module system must be able to cope with such heterogeneity in
the definition and composition of modules.
4 Problem Statement
Due to the inherent crosscutting nature of coordination logic, we evaluate the
suitability of current aspect-oriented (AO) techniques with respect to the re-
quirements outlined in the previous section. In the AO terminology [19], join
points refer to well-defined places in the structure or execution flow of the so-
called base program. Pointcut designators are means to select the join points of
interest. Advice is otherwise crosscutting code, which is bound to the pointcut
designators and is executed when a specified join point is activated in the base
program. In most AO languages, aspects are dedicated modules to group a set
of correlated pointcut designators and advice code.
Conceptually, in an AO composition of multiple constituent applications
into one software system, the constituent applications are base programs to
which coordination aspects are applied. Several advances have been made in
the AO research community, which to some extent address the requirements
outlined in the previous section. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no solution that meets all of the outlined requirements. In the following, we
explain the shortcomings of the existing proposals in more detail.
Specifying and modularizing crosscutting coordination-specific in-
terfaces: It has been claimed that to preserve information hiding in base pro-
grams and to control the impacts of aspects on the base programs, the interface
of the base programs to the aspects must explicitly be defined [44, 5, 14, 21, 43].
The requirement for defining coordination-specific interfaces for constituent ap-
plications is in line with this claim.
In XPIs [44], AspectJ aspects are adopted to define and modularize cross-
cutting interfaces for base objects. Such interfaces define a set of pointcuts that
are visible to aspects. In addition, they define pre- and post-conditions that
must be fulfilled when the aspects are applied to the base objects. As a result,
the set of join points that are visible to the aspects can be restricted, syntactic
changes in the join points can be hidden from the aspects, and the changes
made by the aspects can be controlled. Although the set of visible join points
can be restricted, the set of contextual information that is exposed by the join
points is still fixed by the join point model of AspectJ. Consequently, unneces-
sary information may be exposed, and workarounds must be provided to expose
necessary contextual information that is not supported by the language.
Open Modules [5] export pointcuts as part of their interface to denote in-
ternal semantic events to which aspects can be applied. Unlike XPIs, interface
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specifications scatter across application components. Consequently, program-
mers have to modify the application components and extend them with neces-
sary pointcut specifications. This reduces the reusability of the components if
they must be adopted as the constituent of various software systems. Explicit
join point types [14], Aspect Aware Interfaces [21] and IIIA [43] are other pro-
posals, which extend base objects with specification of pointcuts; consequently
they suffer from the same shortcoming as Open Modules.
XPIs and other mentioned proposals suffer from the following shortcomings
too. First, they distinguish between base and aspect modules. Second, they
are limited to support intra-application crosscutting concerns; thus fall short
of modularizing inter-application coordination logic. Last but not least, they
cannot cope with the heterogeneity of implementation languages in software
systems.
Supporting distribution of concerns: Several AO languages and mid-
dleware have been proposed to facilitate modularizing crosscutting concerns
that are distributed on multiple hosts [34, 24, 33, 32]. The main focus of these
approaches is on defining remote pointcut and remote advice, which can be
evaluated and executed on different hosts.
DJCutter [34] is an extension to AspectJ that supports remote pointcut and
advice. DyMAC [24] is a .Net-based AO middleware, which offers an aspect-
component model to support complex distributed compositions by means of
advanced remote pointcuts, transparent remote advice and distributed instanti-
ation scopes for aspects. AWED [33] offers remote pointcut constructors, which
are more general than previous approaches via supporting remote sequences.
Damon [32] is Java-based middleware, which supports dynamic weaving of re-
mote aspects, meta-level aspects, and an event-based communication model to
facilitate asynchronous and synchronous executions of advice.
With respect to the requirements outlined in Section 3, only Damon aims at
separating interface specifications from the actual application code. However,
the offered language is limited to specify method names and interface names,
and falls short of modularizing crosscutting interfaces. Except for DyMAC, the
evaluated middleware solutions are limited to support Java-based applications;
DyMAC is limited to .Net-based applications. Only DyMAC unifies the notion
of aspects and ordinary application components.
Uniform representation of concerns: Various proposals exist to unify
the notion of aspects and ordinary objects/components [46, 45, 39, 31]. These
proposals, however, fall short of addressing the other requirements outlined in
Section 3.
Supporting heterogeneity in implementation languages: Compose* [8]
is a language- and platform-independent AO language, which supports the Java,
C and .Net languages. Through supporting the so-called filter types, Com-
pose* is extensible with new domain-specific languages to implement advice
code [30]. An aspect instance can only be applied to one application object.
Consequently, Compose* cannot be adopted to implement crosscutting coordi-
nation logic, which must be applied to multiple objects that are executed in
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parallel and are implemented in different languages. The other requirements
outlined in Section 3 are not also fulfilled by Compose*.
In our previous work, we introduced object-level event modules to modu-
larize domain-specific concerns, which may crosscut multiple objects that are
possibly implemented in different languages. This concept is implemented in the
EventReactor language [29, 28]. Through supporting events as means to repre-
sent the state changes of interest in base programs, EventReactor is open-ended
to support different kinds of join points and pointcut designators.
Object-level event modules and their implementation in EventReactor fall
short of fulfilling the requirements outlined in Section 3. Firstly, there is no
support for crosscutting coordination-specific interfaces; instead, events must
explicitly be announced from application components. Such code scatters across
the application components, and reduces the reusability of the applications if
they must be adopted as the constituent of various software systems. Second,
object-level event modules can only be adopted to modularize intra-application
crosscutting concerns. Last but not least, object-level event modules and appli-
cation components are distinct types of modules.
5 Architectural Event Modules
In this paper, we introduce the concept of architectural event modules,
which are means to represent constituent applications and inter-application level
crosscutting concerns uniformly as the modules of software systems.
We adopt events as the basic abstractions to define the interfaces of applica-
tions, and to convey necessary contextual information among the applications.
An event represents a state change of interest in the execution of an applica-
tion. Different attributes can be defined for the events to represent necessary
contextual information.
As Figure 3 shows, an architectural event module has an event-based
required interface, an implementation termed as reactor, and an event-based
provided interface. An architectural event module is a wrapper around an
existing application, which extends the application with event-based interfaces
to communicate with other architectural event modules, and to coordinate their
interactions. In this case, the application components form the reactor part of
the architectural event module. These components are the actual producer
and/or consumer of the events.
The required interface specifies the events of interest for the wrapped appli-
cation, as well as the instructions to forward the events to the corresponding
application components to process them. This interface has crosscutting na-
ture from both receiver and recipient sides; it may select events from multiple
publishers, and may forward them to multiple application components.
The provided interface specifies the events that are published by the appli-
cation components. By default, these events are published in a non-blocking
way. If the execution of the architectural event module must be blocked until a
specific response event arrives, blocking conditions can also be expressed in the
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Figure 3: Architectural event modules
interface. The provided interface also has crosscutting nature because events
may be published by multiple application components.
As Figure 3 shows, the events published by architectural event modules can
be selected further by other architectural event modules. This facilitates forming
a hierarchy, in which the modules at the higher levels represent the concerns
that crosscut the modules at the lower levels.
Architectural event modules are executed in parallel. Each module is asso-
ciated with a local event queue, which stores the events that are targeted at it
and/or are broadcast to all modules.
There is an analogy between architectural event modules and aspects/ob-
jects. Events are analogous to join points; the required interface of an archi-
tectural event modules is analogous to pointcut designators; the reactor part is
analogous to advice; the provided interface is analogous to the set of join points
that can be designated within an aspect. Since multiple events can be selected
via the required interface of architectural event module, and such events may be
published by various publishers, architectural event modules can be adopted to
modularize the concerns that crosscut multiple publishers. In addition, architec-
tural event modules can uniformly be adopted to represent base concerns. The
event-based interfaces of architectural event modules are means to modularly
extend wrapped applications with necessary coordination-specific interfaces.
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6 The EventReactor Language
In our previous work [29, 28], we introduced the EventReactor language, which
implements the concept of object-level event modules. The shortcomings of
object-level event modules in composing multiple applications are explained in
Section 4. In this paper, we extend EventReactor to support architectural event
modules. Due to space limit, we only explain this language by means of our
illustrative example.
6.1 An Implementation of the Illustrative Case Study
For our illustrative example, we can wrap the adaptive software and the load
balancer via two architectural event modules, and define another architectural
event module at the higher level to define the coordination logic. In the follow-
ing, we explain the implementation step by step.
6.1.1 The Event Types
The first step towards defining architectural event modules is to define the
events that must be exchanged among them. In EventReactor, events are
typed entities; an event type is a data structure that defines a set of attributes
for the events. Listing 1 defines the event types for our illustrative example.
BaseEventType is a predefined type in EventReactor, which is the super type for
other event types. It defines the attributes publisher, target and timestamp
for events.
MethodBased is another predefined event type to represent method-based
state changes in applications. Since MethodBased extends BaseEventType, it
inherits the attributes publisher, target and timestamp.
1 eventtype BaseEventType{ Object publisher; Object target; Long timestamp;}
2 eventtype MethodBased extends BaseEventType{
3 org.eventreactor.core.builtin.types.MethodBasedEvents kind;
4 String signature; String module; Object[] args;}
5 eventtype ConstituentState extends MethodBased {org.example.types.State state;}
6 eventtype ControlCommand extends BaseEventType{
7 org.example.types.Command command;}
Listing 1: The specification of event types
The event type MethodBased defines the attribute kind to represent the kind of
a state change that must be regarded as an event. The supported state changes
are before invocation, before execution, after invocation, and after execution
of a method, as it is supported by the current AO languages [19]. This event
type also defines the attributes signature, module and args to represent the
signature of the method, the module in which the method is defined, and the
arguments of the method, respectively.
The event type ConstituentState is a specialization of MethodBased for our
case study, which represents the current execution state of the adaptive software
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and the load balancer via its attribute state. The event type ControlCommand
is to represent the control commands for coordinating the adaptive software and
the load balancer.
6.1.2 The Architectural Event Modules
As the next step, we represent the adaptive software and the load balancer as
architectural event modules. Listing 2 represents the specification of these two
architectural event modules.
The em adaptiveSW module specifies the events represented by e controlSW
as its required interface, and publishes the events e app start and e app end
of the type ConstituentState as its provided interface. These events indicate
that the execution of the adaptive software has started and finished, respec-
tively. This event module is a wrapper around the Java application named as
AdaptiveSoftware.
Likewise, em loadBalancer is defined as a wrapper around the C++ appli-
cation named as LoadBalancer. This event module receives the control events
specified by e controlLB as its required interface, and publishes the events
e LB start and e LB end. These events indicate that the execution of the load
balancer has started and finished, respectively.
1 eventmodules
2 em adaptiveSW [Java] := {e controlSW} <− {”AdaptiveSoftware”}
3 −> {ConstituentState e app start,e app end;}
4 em loadBalancer [C++]:= {e controlLB} <− {”LoadBalancer”}
5 −> {ConstituentState e LB start,e LB end;}
Listing 2: The specification of architectural event modules
6.1.3 The Coordination-specific Interfaces
Until now we have represented the applications via two architectural event mod-
ules, and defined the events that are processed and published by them. These
events are processed and published by the wrapped components of these ap-
plications. As the next step, we must define how these events are received
and published by these components. In EventReactor this information can be
defined separately from the wrapped components and the event modules.
Lines 1–21 of Listing 3 define the coordination-specific interface for the event
module em adaptiveSW. Lines 2–4 specify the set of events that form the re-
quired interface of the module. The expression in line 3 specifies that the events
of the type ControlCommand, which are targeted at em adaptiveSW are of inter-
est, and are represented in the specification via the variable e controlSW. Since
many events can be published in a system, and the events can be broadcast
to all architectural event modules, one can use logical predicates to select the
events of interest based on the attributes of the events.
Lines 5–19 of Listing 3 define the provided interface of the module. Cur-
rently four kinds of state changes in the execution of application components
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can be published as events. These are before invocation, before execution, after
invocation and after execution of methods. We adopt a set of pointcut des-
ignators that are supported by most AO languages [19] to select these state
changes. This facilitates binding an event to multiple state changes in multiple
application components.
1 interface em adaptiveSW{
2 requires {
3 e controlSW= {E | E.type == ”ControlCommand” && E.target == ”em adaptiveSW”};
4 }
5 provides{
6 event e app start:= before execution (void Monitor.monitor(..)) ||
7 execution (void AppComponent∗.execute(..)) {
8 e app start.publisher =”em adaptiveSW”;
9 e app start.state = org.example.types.State.StartExecuting;
10 }
11 event e app end:= after execution (void AppComponent∗.execute(..)){
12 e app end.publisher = ”em adaptiveSW”;
13 e app end.state = org.example.types.State.EndExecuting;
14 }
15 wait when (e app start) until e controlSW {
16 (e controlSW.command == org.example.types.Command.Retry) retry;
17 (e controlSW.command == org.example.types.Command.Proceed) proceed;
18 (e controlSW.command== org.example.types.Command.Suspend) suspend;
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 interface em loadBalancer{
23 requires {
24 e controlLB= {E | E.type == ”ControlCommand” && E.target == ”em loadBalancer”};
25 }
26 provides{
27 event e LB start:= before execution (void LoadMonitor.monitor(..)){
28 e LB start.publisher = ”em loadBalancer”;
29 e LB start.state = org.example.types.State.StartExecuting;
30 }
31 event e LB end:= after execution (void Migrator.migrate()) ||
32 execution (void LoadAnalyzer.terminateWithoutMigration(..)){
33 e LB end.publisher = ”em loadBalancer”;
34 e LB end.state = org.example.types.State.EndExecuting;
35 }
36 wait when (e LB start) until e controlLB {...}
37 }
38 }
Listing 3: The specification of interfaces
For example, lines 6–7 state that the event e app start is published before the
execution of the method monitor in the class Monitor, or the method execute
in classes whose name starts with AppComponent.
The attributes of the events can also be initialized with the desired values.
For example in lines 8–9, ’em adaptiveSW’ is specified as the unique identifier
of the event publisher, and StartExecuting is specified as the execution state
of the publisher.
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Likewise, lines 11–14 state that the event e app end is published after the ex-
ecution of the method execute in the classes whose name starts with AppComponent.
Besides, ’em adaptiveSW’ and EndExecuting are specified as the unique identi-
fier of the event publisher and the execution state of the publisher, respectively.
Events are published by architectural event modules in a non-blocking way.
However, it may be needed to block the execution of an event module (wrapped
application) after publishing an event, until a specific response event is received
by the event module in its required interface. This can be expressed via the wait
when...until expressions, which relate the provided events to the expected
response event.
Line 15 specifies that after publishing e app start, the execution of the
event module em adaptiveSW (the execution of the wrapped application) must
be blocked until e controlSW is received. Currently, three kinds of actions
can be performed upon receiving an event in wait on...until expressions:
retry means that the execution of the architectural event module must resume
by re-publishing its last event; proceed means that the execution must resume;
suspendmeans that the execution must stay blocked until the specified response
event arrives and causes the execution to resume.
Lines 16–18 show that if the event e controlSW, arrives and has the com-
mand Retry, the execution of the event module resumes with re-publishing the
last event that was published by the event module, i.e. e app start. If the
command is Proceed, the execution of the event module proceeds as normal. If
the command is Suspend, the execution of the event module remains blocked
until an e controlSW is received, which has the command Retry or Proceed.
Lines 22–38 define the interface of em loadBalancer. Line 24 specifies that
the events of the type ControlCommand targeted at em loadBalancer are of
interest.
Lines 26–37 define the provided interface of the module. Here, the events
e LB start and e LB end are mapped to the state change before and after the
execution of the procedures monitor and migrate in the classes LoadMonitor
and Migrator, respectively. The execution of the event module blocks after
publishing the event e LB start until the event e controlLB arrives. The con-
dition to process this event is similar to the one explained for em adaptiveSW.
6.1.4 The Coordination Logic
The next step is to define our desired coordination logic using an architec-
tural event module. As Listing 4 shows, em coordinator reacts to the events
e constituentstate, and publishes events of the type ControlCommand.
As for the reactor part, we implemented the coordination logic explained in
Section 2 as a Java program. This program implements a state machine, which
reacts to the events published by em adaptiveSW and em loadBalancer, main-
tains the current execution state of these two modules, and publishes control
commands to ensure their mutual execution.
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Lines 5–10 of Listing 4 specify the interface of the module em coordinator.
It selects events of the type ConstituentState, and upon arrival of an event it
invokes the method coordinate on the class Coordinator to process the event.
1 eventmodules
2 em coordinator[Java] := {e constituentstate} <− {”Coordinator”}
3 −> {ControlCommand e command};
4 ...
5 interface em coordinator {
6 requires {
7 e constituentstate = {E| E.type == ”ConstituentState”};
8 on (e constituentstate){ invoke(”Coordinator”, ”coordinate”, e constituentstate); }
9 }
10 }
Listing 4: The specification of coordinator
1 eventmodules
2 em coordinator [Statechart] := {input} <− {
3 initial state Start: (input && input.publisher == ’em adaptiveSW’){
4 ControlCommand e command = new ControlCommand();
5 e command.command = org.example.types.Command.Proceed;
6 e command.target =’em adaptiveSW’; publish(e command);}−>SuspendVM;
7 (input && input.publisher == ’em loadBalancer’
8 && input.state != org.example.types.State.EndExecuting)
9 {/∗send Proceed command∗/...} −> SuspendApp;
10 state SuspendVM: (input && input.publisher == ’em loadBalancer’){
11 ControlCommand e command = new ControlCommand();
12 e command.command = org.example.types.Command.Suspend;
13 e command.target = ’em loadBalancer’;publish(e command);};
14 (input && input.publisher == ’em adaptiveSW’
15 && input.state == org.example.types.State.EndExecuting){
16 ControlCommand e command = new ControlCommand();
17 e command.command = org.example.types.Command.Retry;
18 e command.target = ’em loadBalancer’; publish(e command);}−> Start;
19 state SuspendApp: (input && input.publisher == ’em adaptiveSW’){
20 ControlCommand e command = new ControlCommand();
21 e command.command = org.example.types.Command.Suspend;
22 e command.target=’em adaptiveSW’; publish(e command);};
23 (input && input.publisher == ’em loadBalancer’
24 && input.state == org.example.types.State.EndExecuting){
25 ControlCommand e command = new ControlCommand();
26 e command.command = org.example.types.Command.Retry;
27 e command.target = ’em adaptiveSW’; publish(e command);}−> Start;
28 } −> {ControlCommand e command;}
29
30 interface em coordinator{
31 requires {input= {E| E.type == ”ConstituentState”}; }
32 }
Listing 5: The specification of coordinator as a state machine
One may notice that the interface specification in lines 5–10 does not specify how
the events e command are published from within the coordinator application.
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This is because the coordinator is especially developed for this example, and
publishing coordination events is part of its main functionality. Therefore, the
events are explicitly published from within this application in the same way as
explained in [29]. This is unlike the adaptive software and the load balancer,
which are legacy applications extended with event-based interfaces.
EventReactor also supports state machines as a language for expressing the
coordination logic. Listing 5 shows a state machine which reacts to the events
published by em adaptiveSW and em loadBalancer, maintains the current ex-
ecution state of these two modules, and publishes control commands to ensure
their mutual execution.
Line 31 of Listing 5 specifies the interface of the module em coordinator,
which selects events of the type ConstituentState. Lines 3–27 define a state
machine, which is initially in the state Start. If an event is received from
em adaptiveSW, a transition takes place to the state SuspendVM and an event
is published to em adaptiveSW indicating that the execution of the event mod-
ule must proceed. Likewise, if an event is received from em loadBalancer, a
transition takes place to the state SuspendApp.
In the state SuspendVM, if an event is received from em loadBalancer,
a control event is published to inform the corresponding event module that
its execution must be suspended. In this state, if an event is received from
em adaptiveSW indicating that the execution of a video transcoder request is
finished, a control event is produced for em loadBalancer indicating that its
execution must be resumed, and a transition is taken to the state Start. The
other states and transitions are defined in a similar way.
6.2 The EventReactor Compiler
Briefly explained, each event type is translated to a Java class, whose instances
represent events. To support architectural event modules, the compiler also
receives a configuration file as input; as shown in Listing 6, the name and path
of the specification files are defined in the configuration file.
In addition, the following information is specified in for each architectural
event module: a) The name of the application, which is referred to in the reactor
part of the corresponding event module, b) the IP address of the machine on
which the event module is deployed, c) the main method of the application,
which can be invoked to start executing the application, and d) the path of the
application files that are wrapped by the event module.
Architectural event modules are executed in separate processes and make
use of Java Message Service (JMS) [40] to exchange events among each other.
There is a logical clock to synchronize the processes and to keep track of the
time stamp of events. Each module is associated with a local event queue, which
maintains the events that are explicitly targeted to the module. Each event that
is published without a specific target is broadcast to all modules by storing the
event in the local event queue of each module.
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1 <config>
2 <specifications>
3 <specification path=”./” file=”eventtypes.er”/>
4 <specification path=”./” file=”eventmodules.er”/>
5 </specifications>
6 <applications>
7 <application name = ”AdaptiveSoftware”
8 IP = ”...” mainclass=”Runner” method=”main”>
9 <files>
10 <entry path = ”./application/” file=”adaptivesoftware.jar”/>
11 <entry path = ”./application/” file=”AppComponents.jar”/>
12 </files>
13 </application>
14 ...
15 </applications>
16 </config>
Listing 6: The specification of configuration file
Each architectural event module, which wraps an existing application, is trans-
lated to a class in the language mentioned in the specifications (see Listing 2);
currently Java and C++ are supported. This class maintains necessary meta-
data about the event module, such as its name, the list of selectors in its required
interface, the list of events in its provided interface. Besides, it implements the
functionality to start executing the event module and its corresponding appli-
cation.
The compiler generates an aspect in AspectJ or AspectC++ for each inter-
face specification, depending on the language mentioned in the specifications.
The aspect implements the functionality to publish events specified as the pro-
vided interface of the corresponding architectural event module. If there is a
wait when ...until expression for an event, the aspect also implements body
of the wait when ...until expression.
Listing 7 shows an excerpt of the AspectJ code generated for the event mod-
ule em adaptiveSW. In the constructor of the aspect, necessary initialization to
work with JMS is performed, an instance of the Java class em adaptiveSWClass
and the corresponding event queue is retrieved. The class em adaptiveSWClass
is generated by the EventReactor compiler to keep the necessary meta-data
about the event module.
The event expression e app start in lines 6–7 of Listing 3 is translated to a
pointcut and advice in the aspect. The code for publishing the event is defined
in lines 9–12 of the advice code; an instance of the class ConstituentState
is created to represent the event, its attributes are initialized, and the event
is published to the runtime manager of EventReactor by invoking the method
publish. The specification in Listing 3 defines a wait when ...until expres-
sion for the event, which is translated to the code in lines 13–30 of the advice.
Here, information about the required events is retrieved in the list waits. If
this list is not empty, and there is any event in queue that matches any of the
required events, the body of the wait when ...until is executed.
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1 public aspect em adaptiveSWAspect{ em adaptiveSWAspect(){
2 //initialization ...
3 eventmodule = em adaptiveSWClass.getInstance();
4 queue = eventmodule.getQueue();
5 }
6 pointcut e app startPC(): execution (void Monitor.monitor(..)) ||
7 execution (void AppComponent∗.execute(..));
8 void around(): e app startPC() {
9 ConstituentState e app start = new ConstituentState();
10 e app start.publisher = ”em adaptiveSW”;
11 e app start.state = org.example.types.State.StartExecuting;
12 EventReactor.publish(e app start);
13 BaseEventType waits = eventmodule.waitOn(e app start);
14 if(waits != null){
15 boolean proceedexe = false;
16 while(!proceedexe){
17 BaseEventType ev = queue.retrieve (waits);
18 if (ev == null) continue;
19 if (ev.get(”command”) != null &&
20 ev.get(”command”) == ControlCommands.proceed){
21 proceedexe=true; break;
22 }
23 if (ev.get(”command”) != null &&
24 ev.get(”command”) == ControlCommands.suspend)) continue;
25 if (ev.get(”command”) != null &&
26 ev.get(”command”) == ControlCommands.retry))
27 EventReactor.send(e app start);
28 }//while
29 if (proceedexe) proceed(p);
30 }//if
31 }
32
33 }
Listing 7: The generated aspect for em adaptiveSW
7 Formal Event Processing Semantics
As an intuitive example assume that a user issues a request to the adaptive
application. In our example, this request results in invoking the method monitor
in the class Monitor. Starting the execution of this method leads to publishing
the event e app start for the event module em adaptiveSW.
Since no target is specified for this event, it is propagated to all event mod-
ules; but em coordinator is the only one whose required interface selects the
event. Consequently, the specified state machine starts executing, takes a transi-
tion to the state SuspendVM and publishes a command event to the event module
em adaptiveSW. While em coordinator is in the state suspendVM, if the event
module em loadBalancer attempts to migrate a VM, the event e LB start will
be published, and will be received by em coordinator. As a result, this event
module informs em adaptiveLB that the migration must be suspended until the
application finishes serving the user’s request.
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len[em_id] >= MAXLEN
len[em_id]< MAXLEN
enqueue(event[em_id])
produce[em_id]?
Figure 4: A model for inserting events in the queue
In the following, we adopt the UPPAAL [3] simulation and model checking
toolset to formally represent and simulate the semantics of architectural event
modules in processing events. UPPAAL facilitates modular modelling of soft-
ware behavior using separate automata, which are executed concurrently. In
UPPAAL, each automata may have a set of local variables and functions, and
may be instantiated multiple times similar to classes. Automata communicate
via shared variables and channel expressions such as c! and c?. The channel
expression c! in an automaton is comparable to an asynchronous method invo-
cation; this invocation is received by the expression c? in another automaton.
In our approach, a software system is composed of multiple architectural
event modules, which are executed in parallel. Each architectural event module
is associated with a local event queue; the operations to put events in the queue,
and to retrieve them are also executed in parallel. To model these in UPPAAL,
we define three templates, named as putqueue, getqueue and eventmodule. There
can be multiple instances of these automata to represent multiple architectural
event modules in a system. These instances and their corresponding variables
and channels are distinguished by their unique index represented via em id.
We define the data structure BaseEventType to represent event types, and
the global arrays event, p event, result, specific of this type. For each event
module, event maintains information about the event that must be inserted in
its queue; p event maintains information about the event that is published by
the event module; result maintains information about the event that is retrieved
from the queue by the event module; and specific maintains information about
the specific event that event module waits for in its wait when. . . until expression.
We also have defined a set of helper C-style functions, which are not shown due
to the space limit.
Figure 4 shows an automaton for inserting the event shown via event[em id]
in the local event queue of an architectural event module indexed by em id].
Here, when a request comes with the channel produce[em id]? and if the local
event queue is not full, the event is inserted in the local event queue via invoking
the function enqueue.
Figure 5 shows an automaton for retrieivg events from the local event queue
of the architectural event module indexed by em id. Here, when a request
comes with the channel consumeFirst[em id]?, the event at the front of the
queue is retrieved, if the queue is not empty. If a request comes with the channel
consumeSpecific[em id]?, the first event whose timestamp is greater than the last
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ready[em_id]! ready[em_id]!
ready[em_id]! ready[em_id]!
len[em_id] > 0
result[em_id]=retreiveEvent()
len[em_id] == 0
result[em_id] = null()
consumeSpecific[em_id]?
len[em_id] == 0
result[em_id] = null()
len[em_id] > 0
result[em_id] = dequeue()
consumeFirst[em_id]?
Figure 5: A model for retrieving events from the queue
produced event by the module is retrieved. This is for retrieving input events
that are refereed to in the wait when. . . until expressions. The termination of
event retrieval is announced via the channel ready[em id]!.
Figure 6 shows the template for architectural event modules; individual in-
stances of this template are distinguished by the variable em id. As this figure
shows, there are two ways to execute an event module: by receiving a specified
event, or by explicitly invoking the main method of the wrapped application. In
our example, the em coordinator is executed in the former way, and the other
two architectural event modules are executed in the latter way.
In the following, we first continue with the former case. In the location
Start, if eventbased[em id] == true, the event module requests for consuming
an event via the channel consumeFirst[em id]?, which is responded to by the
event queue of the event module. The event module keeps waiting until there is
one event to process, result[em id].type == 0. Upon the availability of an event,
result[em id].type != 0, via the expressions matchesInterface(result[em id]) and
on(result[em id]) it is checked whether the event matches a required interface of
the event module and there is at least one on expression defined for the event. If
it is not the case, a transition takes place to the location Retrieving to ignore the
event and to continue with the next event in the queue. Otherwise, a transition
takes place to the location Processing.
In this location, the number of on expressions is retrieved and stored in
onNum[em id]. For each expression, the corresponding application method is
invoked to process the event; this is modelled by taking a transition to the
location AppProcess and setting the clock variable c to 0. A time-consuming
operation to process an event is modeled via the invariant c < TIME in the
location AppProcessing. The event processing operation may terminate at some
point without publishing an event, eventProduction() == false; consequently, a
transition takes place to Processing to execute the next on expression. If there
is no on expression, a transition takes place to Retrieving to process the next
event in the queue.
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Processing
Retrieving
Producing
Waiting
AppProcessing
c < TIME
Start
eventProduction() == false 
&&
eventbased[em_id] == false
eventbased[em_id] = true
eventbased[em_id] == false
start[em_id]?
onNum[em_id] <= 0
onNum[em_id] > 0
c = 0
produce[p_event[em_id].target]!
ready[em_id]?
result[em_id].type == 0 ||
(result[em_id].type != 0 &&
 (!matchesInterface(result[em_id]) ||
  !on(result[em_id])))
result[em_id].type != 0 && 
matchesInterface(result[em_id]) &&
on(result[em_id])
onNum[em_id] = getOnNum()
consumeFirst[em_id]!
result[em_id].type == specific[em_id].type &&
result[em_id].command == PROCEED
c = 0
eventProduction() == true
result[em_id].type == specific[em_id].type &&
result[em_id].command == SUSPEND
result[em_id].type == specific[em_id].type &&
result[em_id].command == RETRY
result[em_id].type == 0
ready[em_id]?
wait(p_event[em_id]) == false
c = 0
consumeSpecific[em_id]!
wait(p_event[em_id])
specific[em_id] = 
    getWaitEvent()
p_event[em_id] = produceEvent(),
event[p_event[em_id].target] = 
                     p_event[em_id]
eventProduction() == false &&
eventbased[em_id] == true
onNum[em_id]--
eventbased[em_id] == true
start[em_id]?
Figure 6: Event processing semantics of architectural event modules
The transition labeled as eventProduction() == true in the location AppPro-
cessing indicates that events specified in the provided interface of the event mod-
ule may be published while processing an input event. In the model, an event is
produced via invoking the function produceEvent and storing the event informa-
tion in the variable p event[em id]. The expression event[p event[em id].target]
= p event[em id] stores the produced event in the variable event of the tar-
get event module; the request to insert the event in the queue of the target
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event module is issued via the channel produce[p event[em id].target]!, which is
responded to by the event queue.
After publishing an event, if there is no wait when. . . until expression for the
event, wait(p event[em id]) == false, a transition takes place to AppProcessing
to continue with processing the input event. Otherwise, information about the
event that is required to be received is retrieved, stored in specific[em id], and
a transition takes place to the location Waiting. The automaton stays in this
location until the specified event is available, and is retrieved from the corre-
sponding queue via the channels consumeSpecific[em id]! and ready[em id]?.
If the retrieved event requests for SUSPEND, a transition takes place to the
location Waiting, until the requests for RETRY or PROCEED arrives. If the
retrieved event requests to PROCEED, a transition takes place to the location
Processing, so that the event processing continues by the event module. If the
retrieved event requests for RETRY, a transition takes place to the location
Producing, in which the same event is produced and is inserted in the queue of
the target event module.
If the execution of an event module starts by explicitly invoking the main
method of the wrapped application, i.e. eventbased[em id] == false in the
location Start, a transition takes place to the location AppProcessing to exe-
cute the main method; this indicates that during the execution of this method,
new events may be published by the method. Whenever the execution of this
method terminates, eventbased[em id] == false && eventProduction() == false,
a transition takes place to the location Retrieving to continue the execution by
processing events in the queue, if any.
8 Discussions
In this section, we explain how architectural event modules and their implemen-
tation in EventReactor fulfill the requirements outlined in Section 3.
Specifying and modularizing crosscutting coordination-specific in-
terfaces: As shown in Listing 2, architectural event modules facilitate rep-
resenting existing applications as modules of a software system. We consider
events as the basic abstractions to represent the state changes of interest in the
constituent applications, and to abstract necessary information about the state
changes. Unlike most AO languages that fix the set of supported join points
and join point contexts, the sets of necessary events and event attributes are
not fixed, and can be programmed depending on application requirements.
As Listing 3 shows, the interface specifications have crosscutting nature be-
cause they need to gather events from multiple components. Pointcut designa-
tors are adopted to facilitate gathering events from multiple components. As
Listing 3 shows, the interface specifications can also be modularized from the
actual implementation of components. Listing 7 shows that necessary code to
compose these interfaces with the components is automatically generated, pro-
viding that suitable (AO) compiler exist to map the specified events to state
changes in the components.
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The reusability of both interface specifications and their corresponding ap-
plications increases due to the separation and modularization of interfaces. For
example, an application can be reused individually and/or as a constituent of
different software systems; new events can be defined in the interfaces, and can
be mapped to the state changes before/after execution/invocation of methods
in the application. Naturally, changes in the signature of the methods in appli-
cations impact the interfaces; this is known as the ”fragile pointcut problem”,
which is studied in the aspect-oriented community [18]. Nevertheless, as long as
the changes do not impact event names or event attributes, they will not affect
the specification of other architectural event modules.
Modularizing inter-application crosscutting concerns: Listing 4 shows
desired coordination logic can be programmed like an ordinary application, and
can be modularized via architectural event modules.
Supporting distribution of concerns: Architectural event modules are
executed in separate processes. Events may be targeted at a specific architec-
tural event module, or they can be broadcast to all. As shown in Listing 2
and 4, loose coupling can be achieved among multiple architectural event mod-
ules via their required interface, which selects the events of interest based on
the attributes of the events. Loose coupling is increased further by interface
specifications, which abstract from the actual application components and their
state changes.
Uniform representation of concerns: Constituent applications and inter-
application crosscutting concerns can be modularized via architectural event
modules. This uniformity in the modular representation of concerns increases
the compositionality of software systems. For example, the implementation of
coordination logic can be treated as a normal application, which can be com-
posed further with other architectural event modules.
Supporting heterogeneity in implementation languages: As explained
in Section 6.2, EventReactor can currently support applications developed in
Java or C++. The EventReactor language is nevertheless extensible with new
languages.
9 Related Work
We evaluated a large set of AO languages in Section 4. In the following, we
study other work that is related to our proposal.
9.1 Systems of Systems
A system of system (SoS) is a large-scale concurrent and distributed system
whose constituents are complex systems [17, 16, 10, 15]. There are various forms
of SoS [1]; directed SoS with whitebox constituent systems is a special form in
which the constituent systems can be executed independently, but within the
SoS they accept some central coordination to ensure that the goals of the SoS
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are fulfilled. Our approach for integrating multiple applications can be regarded
as a means for developing directed SoS with white-box constituent applications.
Developing suitable communication techniques, middleware, modeling lan-
guages and verification techniques are active research directions in engineering
SoS’s. Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [2] is a general-purpose modeling
language that supports specification, analysis, design, verification and validation
of SoS’s. Within the context of the COMPASS project [1], methods and tools
to support developers in building models of SoS’s and in analysing SoS-level
properties of these models. Communicating Structures [22] are other modeling
techniques in which hierarchical structures that represent SoS’s in a uniform,
systematic way as composition of a small number of basic system objects.
Our proposal can be considered complementary to these, which mainly focus
on modeling and model-driven development of SoS’s. Our focus is on high-level
module systems and languages to compose multiple constituent applications,
in which the applications are modularly extended with crosscutting interfaces,
and coordination among them is defined modularly. Such language abstrac-
tions of EventReactor pave the way to perform various kinds of analysis on the
implementation of SoS’s in future.
9.2 Architectural Description Languages (ADLs)
Architectural event modules can also be regarded as abstractions to represent
the architecture of software systems that are composed of multiple applications.
Prisma [38] is an aspect-oriented ADL, which supports interfaces, aspects,
components and connectors as architectural types. Aspects are explicitly bound
to components of specific types, and can be adopted to define various kinds of
crosscutting concerns such as coordination and distribution. DAOP-ADL [37]
is a component- and aspect-based language to specify the architecture of an
application in terms of components, aspects and a set of plug-compatibility
rules between them. Rapide [25] is an event-based ADL, in which component
behavior is represented by explicit event sequences; events are ordered with
respect to two criteria, time and causality. Components are assembled into an
architecture via connections. The behavior of a connection can be specified
as the correlation between the events that are received and published by the
connection.
In contrary to these approaches that offer separate architectural types to
represent components, connectors and aspects (if supported at all), architectural
event modules are uniform abstractions to represent constituent applications as
well as crosscutting concerns such as coordination logic. Unlike these ADLs,
our proposal facilitates defining and modularizing crosscutting interfaces for
the constituent applications, and to enables augmenting the applications that
are possibly developed in different languages with such interfaces.
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9.3 Publish/Subscribe Systems
The publish/subscribe paradigm is accepted as a suitable paradigm to develop
applications that require one-to-many and many-to-one style of communica-
tion [9]. There are various commercial middleware that offer low-level ab-
stractions to facilitate implementing publish/subscribe systems; examples are
CORBA [6] and JMS [13]. As explained in Section 6.2, the back-end of EventRe-
actor makes use of JMS to facilitate remote communication between distributed
applications.
One could directly adopt existing publish/subscribe middleware to integrate
multiple applications with each other, and to implement the necessary coordina-
tion logic for them. This, however, requires programmers to directly modify the
applications and tailor them. In our approach, we raise the abstraction level of
composition specifications by offering high-level languages and uniform module
abstractions to compose multiple applications with each other. Legacy appli-
cations can be extended with modularized coordination-specific interfaces; new
applications such as the ones implementing desired coordination logic can also
be supported. The specifications of modules and their interfaces are declarative.
This paves the way to perform various checks on the compositions in future.
9.4 Coordination Languages
Several coordination languages are proposed in the literature, whose aim is to
integrate a number of possibly heterogeneous components together to form a
single software system that can execute on and take advantage of parallel and
distributed systems [35].
Coordination languages can be classified as data-driven and control-driven [35].
In data-driven languages, the state of the computation is defined in terms of
both the data being received/sent and the actual configuration of coordinated
applications. In other words, a coordinator or coordinated application is respon-
sible for manipulating data as well as for coordinating either itself and/or other
applications. Linda [11] and Linda-like languages [36, 35] are in this category
of coordination languages.
The separation of coordination logic from coordinated applications is not
enforced at the syntactic level by data-driven coordination languages. Con-
sequently, the coordination logic may scatter across and tangle with the core
functionality of the coordinated applications. One may adopt existing modular-
ization mechanisms such as AO to modularize crosscutting coordination-specific
code. We have explained the shortcomings of AO languages in detail in Sec-
tion 4.
In control-driven languages, coordinated applications are seen as black boxes
with clearly defined input/output interfaces. Hence, these languages facilitate a
clear separation between coordinators and the coordinated applications. Exam-
ples of such languages are the ADLs that offer dedicated entities as connectors
to glue multiple processes/components together [42, 23, 26, 25]. Our proposal
also falls into this category.
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These languages offer a set of primitives to define the connectors to explicitly
bind components together. Unlike these languages, architectural event modules
are not explicitly bound to each other; via adopting event-based communica-
tion and event quantification, they are loosely coupled to each other. Conse-
quently, software reuse and evolution are eased. Besides, our proposal does
not distinguish between constituent applications and connectors, and facilitates
modularizing crosscutting coordination-specific interfaces from the application
components.
The closest to our proposal is Polylith [7], which also aims at extending ap-
plications with event-based interfaces to facilitate their composition and coordi-
nation. In Polylith, applications can generate and react to specific event types.
This is unlike our approach where events of interest can be specified via logic
queries over event attributes. Besides, Polylith does not facilitate modularizing
crosscutting coordination-specific interfaces from application components.
10 Conclusion and Future work
Nowadays, it is becoming inevitable to develop complex software systems as
the composition of multiple applications, which are developed independently,
evolve in due time, and their composition may cause various kinds of undesirable
interactions to emerge. We proposed architectural event modules as means to
represent constituent applications and necessary coordination logic as modules
of of complex software systems.
In EventReactor, the specifications of event modules and interfaces are
declarative. In future, we would like to perform various analysis on such declar-
ative specifications; for example, analyzing the changes that happens in the
execution flow of an application when it becomes the constituent of a software
system, or detecting conflicting coordination commands when multiple coordi-
nators are present.
Currently, we assume that the wrapped applications are single-threaded;
consequently on and wait when expressions are not executed in parallel. As
future work, we would like to extend the EventReactor language to define ar-
chitectural event modules for multi-threaded applications.
In this paper, we focused on applications as the constituents of software
systems. However, systems of systems may also consist of other types entities
such as end users, hardware devices, and sensors. We consider events as the
standard means to abstract necessary information about the behavior of such
entities, and claim that our approach to wrap existing entities as event-based
modules can be generalized to cover these kinds of entities too. In future, we
would like to illustrate the suitability of our proposals for such cases. Last but
not least, we would like to apply our proposal to large case studies and evaluate
the modularity and coupling of the implementations using quantitative software
metrics.
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